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When Pooka turns all of the merpeople into stone, Thistle hopes to secure their release by winning a chess game
against the evil sea witch.A mermaid tale from the New York Times and USA Today bestselling "How to Catch"
series! Many claim to have caught a mermaid, but can YOU? How do you catch a mermaid? You must be very
clever. With mirrors, crowns, and pearls galore, this quest can't last forever! Also in the How to Catch Series: How
to Catch a Unicorn How to Catch a Dinosaur How to Catch a Dragon How to Catch a MonsterEach time a page
is turned a colorful mermaid disappears, encouraging children to learn to count as they read the simple story and
find out where each mermaid has gone to! Ideal for parents to share with children age three and up.What would
you do if you found a mermaid swimming in your pool?! Run away? Try to catch her? Or maybe jump in and join
her? Let your imagination run wild as you dive into this underwater adventure full of fun and surprises.Elisa's new
friend Freya is a mermaid paying a visit to the land, but when Freya loses the item that will allow her to return to
the sea, Elisa must choose between what she wants and what is best for her friend.Shortlisted for the Baileys
Women's Prize for Fiction • A Refinery 29 Favorite Book of the Year • A Booklist Top 10 First Novels of the
Year • A People Best Book of the Fall “Wonderful… completely transporting.” —Madeline Miller, New York
Times bestselling author of Circe and The Song of Achilles In 1780s London, a prosperous merchant finds his
quiet life upended when he unexpectedly receives a most unusual creature—and meets a most extraordinary
woman—in this much-lauded, atmospheric debut that examines our capacity for wonder, obsession, and desire
with all the magnetism, originality, and literary magic of The Essex Serpent. One September evening in 1785,
Jonah Hancock hears an urgent knocking on his front door near the docks of London. The captain of one of
Jonah’s trading vessels is waiting eagerly on the front step, bearing shocking news. On a voyage to the Far East,
he sold the Jonah’s ship for something rare and far more precious: a mermaid. Jonah is stunned—the object the
captain presents him is brown and wizened, as small as an infant, with vicious teeth and claws, and a torso that
ends in the tail of a fish. It is also dead. As gossip spreads through the docks, coffee shops, parlors and brothels, all
of London is curious to see this marvel in Jonah Hancock’s possession. Thrust from his ordinary existence,
somber Jonah finds himself moving from the city’s seedy underbelly to the finest drawing rooms of high society.
At an opulent party, he makes the acquaintance of the coquettish Angelica Neal, the most desirable woman he has
ever laid eyes on—and a shrewd courtesan of great accomplishment. This meeting sparks a perilous liaison that
steers both their lives onto a dangerous new course as they come to realize that priceless things often come at the
greatest cost. Imogen Hermes Gowar, Britain’s most-heralded new literary talent, makes her debut with this
spellbinding novel of a merchant, a mermaid, and a madam—an unforgettable confection that explores obsession,
wonder, and the deepest desires of the heart with bawdy wit, intrigue, and a touch of magic.Starting school is
always exciting especially when you're a mermaid! From schools of fish to the A B Seas, this whimsical underwater
tale puts a fun twist on what to expect on the first day of school. It's Molly's first day at mermaid school, and
there's so much to learn! Follow the mermaids as they count clamshells, recite the A B Seas, and make new
friends. They even enjoy story time about children who walk on land! At the end of the day, it's time to sing the
goodbye song and head home. With sweet, rhyming language and a peek into a fantastical undersea world,
Mermaid School touches on all the major moments children will experience on their first day. And don't miss the
mermaid school handbook in the back of this book for more mermaid fun!For fans of Emily Windsnap and Maybe
A Mermaid, And Then I Turned into a Mermaid is a funny, heartfelt coming-of-age story, perfect for 10 year old
girls and any young mermaid fan! Will Molly sink or swim as she attempts to hide her (Very Weird) new double
identity? Molly Seabrook's dull seaside life is turned upside down when she turns 13 and is let in on the family
secret: she's PART-MERMAID! Molly isn't exactly thrilled. Not only does she already have to dress up as a fish to
promote the family seafood restaurant, but now she actually is part fish? Growing up is hard enough without
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sprouting a fish tail in math class, or disguising your gills from the cute boy at the ice cream stand. Follow Molly as
she attempts to navigate the stormy seas of social awkwardness, best friend fallouts, and the World's Most
Embarrassing Family. And Then I Turned Into a Mermaid is the perfect fit if you're looking for: A story with
realistic, strong sister dynamics Mermaid books for girls 4-6 A series starter for your voracious young reader A
story with strong female characters Or mermaid books for girl 6-8Dive into the magical sea and discover the
enchanted world of Mermaids. The perfect adventure for all ages, ride with dolphins, swim with seahorses, dress
up with seashells and so much more! This charming board book explores all aspects of mermaid life from blowing
bubbles to finding your very own mermaid tail color. Give the gift of underwater exploration all while guiding
little ones to drift into a sea of magical dreams. With the Good Night Our World series, toddlers and preschoolage kids can build listening and memory skills by identifying famous fantasy characters and learning about them.
Perfect for bedtime or naptime, reading simple, soothing phrases to your infant, toddler or preschooler will help
them fall gently to sleep. Our readers love that their child will pick a favorite portion of the story to read along
with you, and on top of that, these classic board books were built to last! Made from thick paperboard
construction, it was designed with your kids in mind. Introduce stories of exploration to your little one using
colorful illustrations and distinct vocabulary with Good Night Books, and be sure to look through our entire line of
kids fantasy picture books, including Good Night Pirate Ship, Good Night Princesses, Good Night Baby Dragons,
and many more! Surprise your little adventurer today with Good Night Mermaids!Four children set out to capture
a mermaid, but she manages to escape all of their traps.The #1 New York Times bestselling series! From the New
York Times and USA Today bestselling How to Catch series comes an all-new dragon book for kids—do you
have what it takes to catch a dragon? The How to Catch kids are off again, this time trying to catch a dragon as
they chase him through Chinese New Year celebrations! A great Chinese New Year book for kids, How to Catch
a Dragon is the perfect dragon book for kids ages 3-8. Set in China during the Spring Festival, otherwise known as
Chinese New Year, the wily dragon will have to avoid trap after trap as the kids run through paper lanterns, red
lunar envelopes, fireworks, and more! Includes bonus educational back matter and Mandarin translations to
enhance your reading experience. Dragons are a clever bunch, They're difficult to catch. You'll have to set the
ultimate trap— But have you met your match?A fun-filled undersea adventure from the bestselling author /
illustrator team of "WHY DID GOD MAKE DINOSAURS?" for Mermaid lovers of all ages! Have you ever
wanted a mermaid friend, a real one and not pretend? Well now is your chance! Great for early readers and
young mermaid enthusiasts, this entertaining and educational picture book about friendship brims with fun and
adventure on every page, and is a perfect gift for kids aged 2-8 that parents, teachers and children will all enjoy!'A
deliciously warm, welcoming, fun contemporary read and just perfect for a summer's day.' 倫倫倫倫倀
愀 愀
Bennett always keeps me entertained from the very first page' 倫倫倫倫倀
愀甀 椀攀
漀 最愀渀
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small seaside community of Mermaids Point, named after the beauties rumoured to live in the waters a few miles
off the top of the point. When a hazy image is posted online of what appears to be a mermaid, the café and the
village are soon full to bursting with curious sightseers. The most eye-catching of the new arrivals is handsome
author, Jake Smith, who has rented a cottage for the summer while he works on his new book. Or so he says. In
fact, he is a journalist, burned out and disillusioned with life, whose editor has sent him on a crack-pot hunt for
mermaids Jake quickly finds himself drawn to village life, and to the gorgeous woman who runs the local café.
But he soon suspects there’s trouble lurking beneath the idyllic fa ade, and when it looks like Laurie’s family
might be involved, Jake faces a difficult choice. Pursue the truth, or protect the woman he’s beginning to fall in
love with Warm, escapist, feel-good and altogether brilliant story-telling from bestselling author Sarah Bennett.
Perfect for all fans of Trisha Ashley and Milly Johnson. 'This is the perfect escapist read and I can't wait to follow
the characters in what promises to be a wonderful series. Five sparkling stars!' Rachel Griffiths'What a Mermazing book! I'm so glad this is a series and I'll get to meet the characters again because you won't want to leave
them after the final page.' Catherine Miller ‘I inhaled this book in two days. Absolutely gorgeous. Sarah Bennett
is back, and better than ever!’ Rachel Burton'I absolutely adored this book! I've always loved Sarah's writing
and this was another brilliant read full of drama, romance and family. Absolutely fabulous! I just couldn't put it
down!' Katie Ginger 'A perfect heartwarming read full of family, romance and intrigue, set in a stunning location
- what’s not to love?' Bella Osborne'Oh, what a joy this read was. I fell in love with the setting and characters
and found myself racing to the end in the hope of a happy ending. You're in for a real treat with this beautiful
escapist story. Unputdownable and utterly romantic.' Samantha Tonge'I want to move to Mermaids Point
immediately. I just loved it.' Jane Lacey Crane'Utterly magical! Summer Kisses At Mermaids Point is a wonderful
story about flights of fancy, but also about what’s most real – love, trust and community. I can’t wait for the
next story in the series!' Fiona Harper What readers are saying about Sarah Bennett: 'A deliciously warm,
welcoming, fun contemporary read and just perfect for a summer's day.' 倫倫倫倫倀
戀猀漀氀甀琀攀氀
氀漀
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it has a great story line and the characters feel like great friends who you laugh with and cry with and really care
about.' 倫倫倫倫倀
甀挀栀 愀 樀漀
琀漀
攀愀
I cannot recommend this book enough!' 倫倫
always keeps me entertained from the very first page' 倫倫倫倫倀
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brilliant five star modern fiction story.' 倫倫倫倫倀圀栀攀琀栀攀
栀椀瀀瀀椀渀最 甀瀀 猀 椀洀洀椀渀最氀
mermaid tale shaped cake, cake pops, shakes, and more sweet treats from the deep, you’ll want to dive right in!
Enter the world of fantasy and imagine what a party would look like if it were in the wonderful underwater
universe where the sirens live. This book brings together fifty favorite mermaid recipes that you can now enjoy as
well. Learn how to magically convert classic recipes into something worthy of a bottom-of-the-sea banquet table!
Mermaid Food offers a great variety of cakes, cookies, and fantastic delicacies that will fill your table with marine
colors. Recipes include: Cupcakes in delicious turquoise tones Varieties of cookies for all tastes Delicious and
irresistible siren shakes Ideas to customize a mermaid-themed party table And many more sweet whims you’ll
love! Immerse yourself in the kitchen and enjoy this combination of colorful photographs and simple recipes
suitable for all levels of bakers.From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling How To Catch series comes
an all-new tooth fairy book! From losing your first tooth to waiting for the arrival of the mysterious tooth fairy,
How to Catch the Tooth Fairy celebrates this special event in your child's life with a lively story of the tooth fairy's
escape from some very determined kids! Can you catch her? How to catch the Tooth Fairy? It's not an easy task.
You can try to catch her, but she is just too fast! Get ready to laugh along with this zany story as the tooth fairy
dodges traps, drool, dental floss webs, and more in this fun bedtime book for kids.When her great-aunt, the
Queen, comes to visit, Shelly is nervous about receiving such a royal guest and concerned that she will be forced to
leave Trident City.In an exuberant picture book, a glimpse of costumed mermaids leaves one boy flooded with
wonder and ready to dazzle the world. While riding the subway home from the pool with his abuela one day,
Julián notices three women spectacularly dressed up. Their hair billows in brilliant hues, their dresses end in
fishtails, and their joy fills the train car. When Julián gets home, daydreaming of the magic he’s seen, all he can
think about is dressing up just like the ladies in his own fabulous mermaid costume: a butter-yellow curtain for his
tail, the fronds of a potted fern for his headdress. But what will Abuela think about the mess he makes — and even
more importantly, what will she think about how Julián sees himself? Mesmerizing and full of heart, Jessica
Love’s author-illustrator debut is a jubilant picture of self-love and a radiant celebration of individuality.Discover
more magical adventures with your little one in this fourth book of the Fairy Mom and Me series from New York
Times bestselling author Sophie Kinsella. Ella's family has a BIG secret - her mom is a fairy! Ella's dream is to
become a fairy like her mom somedaybut now she wishes for a spell to turn into a mermaid too! In this enchanting
book, Ella and her mom decorate the kitchen with magic coloring pencils, catch a robber on Ella's school trip and swim with real mermaids!The beloved and bestselling author of Inkheart returns with a chapter book full of
mischief, heart, and kid mermaids! These mermaid friends are fishing for trouble! Lilly and Fin are
merpups—mermaid kids—who love to play and explore the caves outside the mermaid city. They aren’t really
supposed to leave the city, but that’s what makes it so much fun! Surely all those stories about Two-Legs (you
know, humans) and sea monsters are just made up to scare young merpups. Little do they know, a real live human
couple is on the hunt for a mermaid to add to their collection of rare sea creatures. If Two-Legs exist, what about
sea monsters? With fun full-color illustrations by the author herself, this adventure is sure to capture all two-legged
chapter-book readers! “Cornelia Funke . . . has written her way into the hearts and imaginations of audiences
worldwide.”—Clive Barker, Time magazineFreddy left her childhood home 22 years ago and swore never to
return. But now her parents are dead, and she's back in her hometown to help her brothers manage the family
fishmonger. Then one of her old school friends goes missing.Boom Broom doesn't think his life could get any
worse. Ever since his mother was swept away by a twister, his family has gone crazy. They refuse to leave the
house and Halvor, the Viking descendant who rents the room over their garage, will only cook fish for Boom and
his sister Mertyle to eat.Winner of the Costa Book of the Year Award, The Mermaid of Black Conch spins the
enchanting tale of a cursed mythical creature and the lonely fisherman who falls in love with her. In 1976, David
is fishing off the island of Black Conch when he comes upon a creature he doesn’t expect: a mermaid by the
name of Aycayia. Once a beautiful young woman, she was cursed by jealous wives to live in this form for the rest
of her days. But after the mermaid is caught by American tourists, David rescues and hides her away in his home,
finding that, out of the water, she begins to transform back into a woman. Now David must work to win Aycayia's
trust while she relearns what it is to be human, navigating not only her new body but also her relationship with
others on the island, a difficult task after centuries of loneliness. As David and Aycayia grow to love each other,
they juggle both the joys and dangers of life on shore. But a lingering question remains: Will the former mermaid
be able to escape her curse? Taking on many points of view, this mythical adventure tells the story of one
woman’s return to land, her healing, and her survival.A lovely and laugh-out-loud picture book from the awardPage 3/5
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winning author of Rude Cakes and Most Marshmallows. A silly read-aloud tale for kids about being yourself!
Mabel isn't like the other mermaids. Lucky isn't like the other octopuses. But when they find each other, they
discover that true friendship isn't about how you look, and that sometimes what we are searching for is right under
our noses. The inimitable Rowboat Watkins is back with another humorous tale about being true to yourself. • A
delightful, inspiring read-aloud book for toddlers that celebrates gender diversity and difference • Stylish,
accessible art brings this story of being true to yourself to hilarious life. • Rowboat Watkins is a 2010 Sendak
Fellow and Ezra Jack Keats honoree. Young readers of Julian Is a Mermaid, Mary Wears What She Wants, and
Exclamation Mark will find much to love in this tale that celebrates individuality and acceptance. • Read-aloud
books for kids age 3–5 • Books for teachers and librarians • Gender, differences, being yourself Rowboat
Watkins was a recipient of the 2010 Sendak Fellowship, his book Rude Cakes was an Ezra Jack Keats Honor
Book, and the New York Times praised his most recent title, Most Marshmallows, as "exquisite." Rowboat lives
with his family in Brooklyn, New York.The Little Mermaid is one of Hans Christian Andersen's most beloved
fairytales. This new edition lets the reader delight in Peter Madsen's fabulous illustrations, which compliment the
beautiful tale of the mermaid and her unrequited love.Let the hunt begin After witnessing the murder of his
mother by a mermaid, Prince Eryx Bloodhurst of Atlas makes a deal to sedate his need for vengeance: they'll catch
the mermaid who did the deed, but he'll pay for it with his crown. Arelle, third princess of the Blu Sea, has never
known the true cruelty of the forbidden lands firsthand, but she will soon. The halfling prince with murder in his
eyes and the sea's songs in his blood will make sure of that. He should kill her. Perhaps, keeping her might be
worse. Two kingdoms are falling. One king is losing it all and another threatens to ruin everything. The rules of
the land and sea are changing. Secrets of the past are spilling. And all because of a prince and his little mermaidwhether they live or die-nothing in the realm will ever be the same. *In The Hunted, Bethany-Kris opens a new
world-the 9INE REALMS-for readers with a dark fairy tale retelling, and pulls inspiration from the cult classic
favorite and the Hans Christian Andersen original to redefine what it means to be The Little Mermaid.From the
New York Times and USA Today bestselling How to Catch series comes a new winter adventure! Our heroes'
entry for the snowman contest has magically come to life—and ran away! Can YOU help catch it? Get ready for
snow much fun as you travel through a winter wonderland with running, skating, and bouncing through trap after
trap to catch the snowman and claim the winning prize. Will the snowman teach our heroes a lesson they'll never
forget? Who snows! I don't thumpity-thump or give warm hugs— that's for my snowman friends to do. Clever
kids will try to trap me, but who will catch meYOU? Also in the How to Catch Series: How to Catch a Unicorn
How to Catch a Mermaid How to Catch a Dinosaur How to Catch an Elf How to Catch a Monster and
more!From the author of Lost Boy comes a beautiful historical fairy tale about a mermaid who leaves the sea, only
to become the star attraction of history's greatest showman. Once there was a mermaid called Amelia who could
never be content in the sea, a mermaid who longed to know all the world and all its wonders, and so she came to
live on land. Once there was a man called P. T. Barnum, a man who longed to make his fortune by selling the
wondrous and miraculous, and there is nothing more miraculous than a real mermaid. Amelia agrees to play the
mermaid for Barnum and walk among men in their world, believing she can leave anytime she likes. But Barnum
has never given up a money-making scheme in his life, and he's determined to hold on to his mermaid.Legend has
it the only way to meet a mermaid is to know where to look and to give her a beautiful handmade gift that shows
her you care. If you’re lucky, she may take you on an ocean adventure! Mermaids are rarely seen, and even
more rarely met. But, if you gather some natural craft supplies—shells, coral, driftwood, and sea glass—and make
her a gift, you might just befriend one! Will you spot a mermaid in the waves just off shore? If you do, will you be
ready? By being observant, resourceful, and friendly, you can make a beautiful crown from natural beach
materials that will show your new mermaid friend you truly care. Perhaps she’ll take you on an incredible
adventure through the ocean’s depths, past ancient shipwrecks, and to her shell castle! You just might experience
what it’s like to be a mermaid yourself! Sue Fliess’s poetic read-aloud text and Simona Sanfilippo’s vibrant,
whimsical illustrations will provide joy for young readers eager to meet their own mermaids! Also included are
guides for teachers and parents about how to engage children in building mermaid crowns and how to interest
them in the natural world, the history of mermaids, and the many cultures that have believed in them.How to
Raise Kids Who Aren't Assholes is a clear, actionable, sometimes humorous (but always science-based) guide for
parents on how to shape their kids into honest, kind, generous, confident, independent, and resilient peoplewho
just might save the world one day. As an award-winning science journalist, Melinda Wenner Moyer was regularly
asked to investigate and address all kinds of parenting questions: how to potty train, when and whether to get
vaccines, and how to help kids sleep through the night. But as Melinda's children grew, she found that one huge
area was ignored in the realm of parenting advice: how do we make sure our kids don't grow up to be assholes?
On social media, in the news, and from the highest levels of government, kids are increasingly getting the message
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that being selfish, obnoxious and cruel is okay. Hate crimes among children and teens are rising, while compassion
among teens has been dropping. We know, of course, that young people have the capacity for great empathy,
resilience, and action, and we all want to bring up kids who will help build a better tomorrow. But how do we
actually do this? How do we raise children who are kind, considerate, and ethical inside and outside the home,
who will grow into adults committed to making the world a better place? How to Raise Kids Who Aren't Assholes
is a deeply researched, evidence-based primer that provides a fresh, often surprising perspective on parenting
issues, from toddlerhood through the teenage years. First, Melinda outlines the traits we want our children to
possess--including honesty, generosity, and antiracism--and then she provides scientifically-based strategies that
will help parents instill those characteristics in their kids. Learn how to raise the kind of kids you actually want to
hang out with--and who just might save the world.Kiviuq is one of the greatest and most important characters in
Inuit mythology. This is one of Kiviuq's most heart-pounding adventures: an encounter with a group of
frightening mermaids. With only his qayaq to keep him out of their clutches, Kiviuq must think fast to defeat these
angry creatures of the deep!Girl by day. Mermaid by night. This part-time mermaid is ready for adventure! Jump
into the sea to play hide-and-seek in coral caves, explore sunken pirate ships, and meet new underwater friends. At
the sea palace, it's almost time for the Midsummer Sea Festival! But . . . where is the merboy and his turtle? Can
the Part-time Mermaid find him in time?From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling team comes a
new, epic winter adventure in the How to Catch series! When our brilliant Catch Club Kids hear about the
legendary Yeti, they head to the mountains to catch a glimpse and prove it really exists! Full of hilarious high jinks
and clever traps, How to Catch a Yeti is a fun-filled ride you wont want to miss! Will our Catch Club Kids catch
the Yeti and prove he exists? Or will the Yeti remain a mystery to the world? Legend has it there lives a beast we
really want to meet. Hes extra huge with snow-white fur and giant, fuzzy feet! I know the Yeti does exist, and I can
prove it too! And with my friends, well find him fast before the day is through!From the New York Timesand USA
Todaybestselling How to Catch series comes a new, enchanting unicorn and mermaid activity book for kids! It's
double the magic and double in the fun in this awesome activity book, which challenges you to catch not one, but
two, of the most legendary How to Catch creatures around! Perfect for mermaid and unicorn lovers alike, discover
exciting activities and solve awesome puzzles in this fun-filled activity book for kids. Let your imagination soar in
an underwater world of adventure or high in an enchanting rainbow-filled sky to discover which magical creature
you can catch first! What's inside? Learn to draw the unicorn and mermaid from the How to Catch series
Marvelous mazes, dot-to-dots, and an illustrated step-by-step STEM trap with STEAM connections Hilarious
hidden picture puzzles and spot the difference activities Creative coloring pages and complete the story activities
to inspire the imagination"Set in the ocean off Japan, this retelling of Goldilocks and the Three Bears stars Kiniro,
a mermaid, who finds a baby octopus's breakfast, chair, and bed just right"--From the New York Times and USA
Today bestselling "How to Catch" series comes an adventure sure to delight every dinosaur fan! Do YOU have
what it takes to catch a prehistoric pal? Can you catch a dinosaur and prove they're still around? Use your brain
and set your traps to get that dino found! Also in the How to Catch Series: How to Catch a Unicorn How to
Catch a Mermaid How to Catch a Dragon How to Catch a MonsterAn illustrated collection of deep-sea
adventures features an international selection of stories and poems including "The Fisherman and His Wife,"
"Whalesong," and "The Ballad of John Silver."From Instagram sensation and New York Times bestselling authorartist Soosh comes a heartwarming celebration of friendship between a mermaid and a human girl. A young girl
has always loved Mermaids. Every day she wishes she could be friends with one. And on one magical day, her
wish comes true. Nestled on the beach, a place between their two worlds, these unlikely friends discover
imaginative ways to go on many adventures. But will one stormy night drive them apart? From the New York
Times bestselling author and illustrator of Dad By My Side comes a gorgeously depicted story bursting with
whimsy and imagination that celebrates the power of friendship.T-Rex is hiding. Let's go and find him! There are
lots of dinosaurs playing in the valley, but could any of them be T-Rex? Peek through the pages and lift the touchyfeely felt flaps to find out!Three little mermaids who lived in the sea decided to invite all their sea friends to tea. In
Mara Van Fleet's shimmering concept book, count from one to ten while you visit the bottom of the deep blue sea
and meet sparkly fish, soft seals, dancing turtles and a friendly octopus. With sparkling touch and feel elements
and novelty pull tabs, little ones will discover that counting has never been so much fun!The #1 New York Times
bestseller! Try to catch one of the world's most elusive mythical creatures—the unicorn! Filled with zany traps and
lots of rainbow unicorn fun, this is the unicorn book of the year! Can you catch the unicorn? You'll have to use
your brain, So set your traps and prep your team To pet that rainbow mane! Also in the How to Catch Series:
How to Catch a Mermaid How to Catch a Dinosaur How to Catch a Dragon How to Catch a Monster
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